Partner name:
Tool name :

Intent 4.0 Italy IISS Marco Polo
Prezi
https://prezi.com/p/create-prezi/?segment

Main objective of the
tool (cf. category)

It is based on cloud in order to create presentations
You could :
- get a public presentation
be interactive
have a variety of designs
use Infographics and lots of other formats
- add video covers, video backgrounds, GIFs, and other highquality assets
- make complex ideas crystal clear with interactive charts, bar
chart races, maps, and more
- access hundreds of free designer-made templates
Various characteristics
Prezi zui,
Prezi desktop,
Prezi collaborate

Advantages of a tool:

friendly design and not static layout
It’s all on one page so you don't have to change pages
It is free but you should leave your final products on their
website
It can be used in team in synchrony and/or in asynchrony

Disadvantages of a
tool:

You need to have an account only on Prezi desktop

Your own experience
with a tool:

Students have had a lot of fun with this tool and enjoyed it.
It has been the most popular with them, when to present
their projects
Besides this tool helps them to write a synthetic text.

Recommendations:

It is in English Maybe it is good to pre-teach in mother
tongue a couple of words like:….

Use for
interdisciplinary
teaching and training.

Yes, it could be a very useful tool as it increases
students’ interest

(for team building, for
creating mental maps to
discuss, for self-evaluation,
for decision making etc.)
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